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1. Introduction
The skateboard industry is a really young discipline which was born in the US during the
70’s. From the beginning, skateboard videos have been made. In fact, crews, teams and
individuals are able to show their performances through videos. In the late 90’s the “skatebusiness” appeared and it was understood that the best way to highlight their brand was not
to be present in a local contest but to create videos with a famous team which rides in the
most famous places around the world. In addition, ten years ago, the skateboard industry
was following one fashion after another. There was no differentiation between competitors
and some brands decided to break the trend and impose their own style. These brands
realized that to create a personalized community which is highly committed to the brand is a
good way to influence their attitude and create a strong purchase intention. More and more
of these videos are creative, more and more they use good skateboarders and make it look
like a real movie with a story and with elements that allow the viewer to get lost in another
world.
At the beginning of the “skate-business”, there was only the video K7 or DVD on which to
watch a skateboard video. Therefore it was something really special and rare, it was
expensive. Also with the development of Internet it is easy to share videos and reach a huge
number of potential customers. It is free and allows the viewer to compare in “one click” two
brands from his own opinion easily. So nowadays, brands continue to produce DVDs but the
internet is more and more at the center of the marketing and communication strategy.
The present study analyzes in details the different attitudes towards skateboard videos and
the influence on purchase intention. This research will also try to compare medias and their
contribution. A modification of Technology acceptance model will be used to investigate the
market.
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2. Background to the research
Researchers are trying to understand the mechanisms of advertising effectiveness
over last the hundred years. Historically, the most important hypothesis are probably those
which were structured around the idea of a hierarchy of effects, including that of Elmo Lewis
« attract attention, maintain interest, create desire and get action » which led to the famous
acronym « AIDA » (Strong, 1925). From this perspective, the model best known and most
cited in academic marketing researches is that of Lavidge et Steiner: for these authors the
advertising effectiveness operates under a long-term way in which the cognitive notion holds
the first place, followed by affective and conative aspects. At least twenty models have been
compared around this subject and around the hierarchy of these effects. For example, in
evaluating the advertising effectiveness in 1976, McGuire analyzes the role of exposure to
information, perception of the information (trust,...), understanding of what is perceived,
acceptance of what is understood, with holding of what is accepted, and finally the action
based on the decision.

Those models share at least one common point: the message content is the source of a
cognitive treatment using a huge amount of emotional resources. However, recent research
confirmed that under certain conditions, a variable such as the presence of a famous person
is enough to change someone’s attitude towards advertisement and the brand even though
people spend very little resources to the message content. At sport event it is possible to
observe that a famous athlete can give a new and a more fashionable image to the brand
represented. For example, the brand K-Swiss was a totally forgotten brand and a very old
fashion brand which found it very difficult to survive. For a few years, they not only advertised
using a simple message but they used the image of famous tennis players (Bob and Mike
Bryan, Gael Monfils,...). This way of advertising gave the brand the opportunity to save itself,
maintain itself and expand their activities. This influences the perceived trust of the message
insofar as the viewer of the advertising has a high fashion involvement with this sporty style
and defines himself according to the symbols represented by these athletes.

The evolution of research on consumer behavior and the development of marketing tools to
create relationships with customers showed the importance of emotive dimensions, social
dimensions, symbolic and normative dimensions in addition to the cognitive, affective and
7

conative ones. In fact the purchasing processes are no longer considered as functional
practices. They engage the more personal values and self-concept. This study will discuss
and analyze factors influencing the purchase intention for the viewer of a skateboard video
campaign.

3. Identification of the research gap
and research question
How to be sure that the video made will convince community members and nonmembers to buy the brand? What are the elements that make the viewer trust the brand, and
be satisfied by the video? Which media is the most efficient, off-line or on-line? This research
will try to verify the impact of social norms, the satisfaction created the video and trust in the
message for the purchase intention of the customer. It will also try to investigate and test
which elements most influence the satisfaction created by the video. So the research
question that will be investigated is:

How does a skateboarding video campaign influence the purchase intention of the
final consumer?

The objective of this literature review is to present an exhaustive review of the schools of
thought and research backgrounds already done on the main constructs which are “fashion
identity”, “athletic performance / transportation”, “visual design”, “music effect”, “satisfaction
created by the video”, “social norms conformity”, “trust of the message” and finally, “purchase
intention”. The literature review will compare, complete and contrast these constructs in order
to adapt them to my research question. This will lead to stating the hypothesis and explaining
the theorical framework of this study.
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4. Literature Review
4.1 Elements influencing the video satisfaction
The model constructed for this research consists of three stages. This part of the
literature review focuses on the first stage which is the element that directly impacts the
satisfaction related to the video. This study will try to expose and find the correlation between
visual design, athletic performance, music effects and fashion identity for the video
satisfaction. The aim is to determine what the key factors are which make the viewer
satisfied and create purchase intention.

4.1.1 Visual design & Satisfaction
A sport is a discipline with an emphasis on performance, whereas an art aims to
achieve an aesthetic ideal, a technique, a style. Skateboarding is at the limits of art and
sport. It is the reason why skateboarding videos use video effects and are really aesthetic.

Recent publications about visual design and satisfaction / enjoyment are mostly focused on
web-design. This part will translate the theories applied to web design which are adapted to
skateboard video in this case.
The majority of studies showed that image interactivity technology is one factor which has a
huge influence on the interaction between human and the media (PC, video,…). Li & al in
2002 provided responses and explained that using image interactivity leads to gain favorable
brand involvement and purchase intention for on-line shoppers.

Besides this, Eroglu & al in 2003 built a model in which the color, the arrangement and
graphic elements were tested in high and low task-relevant conditions. They found that visual
design and atmosphere does influence the enjoyment of the user and indirectly affects the
shopping outcome.
According to Cyr (2005), visual design is considered as an antecedent of satisfaction, trust
and loyalty. They tested those visual design elements in different cultures (Canada, USA,
Japan and Germany). They found that there are many deviating visual preferences according
to their culture. Cyr compared three country website design elements preferences as graphic
9

design, interactivity, and information design. He found that these elements varied by country
in terms of user satisfaction. The Cyr’s studies and related results are really important for the
present research because within the whole skateboard community, there are many subcommunities which have different points of view and are driven by many different goals for
this activity.
Further research proved that aesthetics is considered as a factor in “overall enjoyable user
experience” (Garrett, 2003).

Finally, visual design and enjoyment appeal of a website can be conveyed by colors, shapes,
font type, animation… Researches focusing on this topic demonstrated that there is a
relationship between visual design quality and “e-satisfaction” (Cyr, 2006).
As put forward in this section, it is predictable that a fine video design is important to satisfy
viewers and influence them into buying the brand. This includes knowing the targeted
community and adapting the presentation according to the target, the fashion and the trends.

4.1.2 Music effects & Satisfaction:
A skateboard video campaign is an advertisement that includes many non verbal
elements such as visual design and aesthetic items. As in the case of traditional adverts, this
kind of video contains music as well.
Batra & Ray (1983) proved that persuasion is more effective when there are background
features such as visual design or music. This assertion is even more true in the case of a
product that doesn’t have objective advantages but just a few simple assets. In addition,
behavior can be influenced by music thanks to its effect on our emotional and psychological
states (Anand and Holbrook, 1986).
Previous research proved that a consumer can have different degrees of involvement
towards a brand. In the case of low involvement, they are not really sensitive and satisfied by
the message transmitted by the advertising. For low involved potential customers, non-verbal
elements are very important because they emote feelings and are more easily absorbed than
verbal stimuli (Zajonic, 1980).
By studying the influence of music VS no music on behavioral intentions toward a brand
under high cognitive state, high affective and low involvement toward the ad, Park & Young
in 1986 gave the marketing research key responses about this subject. They argued that
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under high cognitive involvement, music is not related to the message content but is more
considered as entertainment which is not essential. On the contrary, in the low involvement
condition, music is a real stimulus which allows the receiver to adopt more positive attitudes
toward the brand. The presence of music, more precisely when it is popular, the viewer of the
advertising will be more aware and ready to be satisfied by the message. They tried to find a
positive effect of music on brand attitude on high affective involvement but the result was
negative, maybe because the chosen music did not match with the product values and
image. The present study will try to find a correlation between music effect and satisfaction
knowing that each brand has a strong and brand image. It will be interesting to use this
theory to determine whether it is compulsory to use music and adapt it to the brand image.
Can a “Thrasher” brand use smooth music in its video? Will it satisfy viewers?

In 2002 studies conducted by Baker & Al, indicated that the impact of visual design and
ambient cues like music is very different. In fact, ambient cues tend to be assimilated at a
more subconscious level. This finding complements to Kotler’s research (1974) in which
atmospherics has been defined as “the effort to design buying environment to produce
specific emotional effects in the buyer that enhance his purchase probability”.

Just like for visual design, this study attempt to find the link between the music in a
skateboard video and the viewer satisfaction / enjoyment. The previous literature about the
impact of music on satisfaction and behavior change, bring to the research a good basis to
test this part of the model. But these two first sections dealt with the form of the video and not
really the content. So in the two next parts the athletic performance and the fashion identity
will be reviewed.
The satisfaction and the involvement of the viewer are enhanced when he/she connects the
video to his own personal life experiences (Wohlfeil 2009). This leads the literature review to
focus on the fashion involvement that we presume to be a factor influencing the satisfaction
in the sense that he/she recognizes himself through values and messages offered by the
video.

4.1.3 Fashion identity & Satisfaction:
The skateboard community is a “family” in which numerous sub-communities are
evaluating using their own fashion codes and values and their expectation toward this
activity. Those communities can be considered as independent cultures which need to be fed
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to exist. Each brand tries to create its own culture and community in order to more involve its
target.
Fashion is defined as a symbolic innovation. It is the representation of how individuals define
themselves. Liu & Choi in 2010 demonstrated that fashion can highlight personality traits and
self-expression. In previous researches, Aaker (1995) made a complete study on brand
identity and strategy and defined brand personality as “the set of human characteristics
associated with a given brand”. Later, in 1999, he proved that individuals who associate what
they are to a particular personality dimension are very involved with the brands which
represent highly that dimension. Studies have been conducted on cultural factors which have
an impact on purchase behavior and associated with Wiiliams in 2002, Aaker focused
particularly on the emotional factor. They studied the fact that emotion (in the present study it
is extrapolated as enjoyment / satisfaction in case of positive emotion) can be different
according to the culture for the same situation. It is in total what this research will try to prove
: the correlation between skateboard cultures/communities fashion involvement and the
satisfaction. Can a special skateboard video satisfy homogeneously the global skateboard
community?
To conclude this part, it is possible to mention the Dickson and Pollack study which
concludes that “the level of involvement for in-line skating was positively correlated with
purchasing special clothing for skating. In other words, the more involved an athlete is with
skating, the more strongly the athlete will identify himself or herself as a skater.”

4.1.4 Athletic performance & Satisfaction:
First of all, to begin this section it is necessary to remember that satisfaction can be
generated by many factors. In this case, one of the most important ones, is emotion. Of
course, visual design and music, as we have seen before, impact the emotion and by cause
and effect, impact the satisfaction. But the main subject of this kind of video is skateboard,
and the narrative aspect has an important role. Narrative notion includes here the tone and
the story, the team represented and its level, the tricks performed (are they trendy? do they
fit with the brand style?), the places visited (are they famous?)…
In watching a movie, the viewer want to be transported and enjoying the sensation of loosing
themselves in the video. Polichak & Gerrig in 2002 studied the fact that transportation
enables viewers to feel like a participant of the action. Skateboarders often watch videos
before the session to get more motivation. In further research, Wided Batat & Markus
Wohlfei, in 2009, state the fact that “the narrative has to be challenging and stimulate
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personal engagement from a variety of different angles”. Skateboard is like an art and the
challenge for every brand is to create an artistic video differencing from the other ones. The
risk is to create something already seen which no longer engages the viewer.
In 2004, study conducted by Brock, proposed that flow generates satisfaction. This
research’s conclusion is that the previous two notions are correlated. He has gone deeper
into the research until it was proven that a person who feels a high level of transportation, so
indirectly enjoyment and satisfaction, is going to generate buzz and more important, he/she
is ready to pay more to watch a new issue. This means that if the viewer is satisfied by the
video, he/she will have a good attitude toward the brand and be tempted to choose the same
brand. It is proven that transportation may lead to certain benefits which can be assimilated
to enjoyment. This emotional satisfaction can emerge in different ways or for different
reasons by the viewer (Brock 2004). That is why the present study will try to define which
elements of the narrative world are the most important. It will attempt to find what are the key
elements that ctreates enjoyment and satisfaction to individual.

As we can discover through lectures, transportation and satisfaction are closely linked. In
order to be very complete in our study, we will include transportation elements into the
satisfaction construct in the questionnaire. This will result in including the transportation
question into the satisfaction variable. The aim is to know if the viewer is sensitive to the trick
itself or if the transportation in the action is more important.
To transpose athletic performance, the questions will directly focus on the tricks.

4.2 Satisfaction:
The video consumer has preliminary expectations toward the video and after the
viewing, he unconsciously makes the statement of what satisfied him or not. Oliver, in 1999,
defined the customer satisfaction as an “evaluation of the perceived discrepancy between
prior expectations and the actual performance of the product”. The sum of these evaluations
drives or not to the satisfaction.

Besides, on one hand, the consumer is satisfied when the perceived benefit is higher than
expectations. On the other hand, if the perceived benefit is lower than expectations, the
consumer will be dissatisfied (André Buhler & Gerd Nufer, 2010). In the case of this
research, expectations are in terms of visual design (filming quality, video effects,...), athletic
13

performance (narrative world => transportation), music effect and finally in terms of fashion
involvement (does the consumer recognize himself in the brand?).

According to the research question, this study will try to determine the role and the
importance of satisfaction on purchase intention.

McQuitty & al in 2000 found that satisfaction is an efficient predictor of purchase intention. So
it has an important marketing role. Further researches powered by Dittrich in 2002 (cited in
the André Buhler & Gerd Nufer’s article, 2010) allowed determining that the customer with a
high level of satisfaction is probably more ready to create and maintain a relationship with the
brand. Previous research indicated that attitude toward the advertising and attitude toward
the brand are closely related. A strong positive attitude, for example a customer who is
satisfied, can lead him to prefer one brand over another one and be more loyal to it (Brown &
Stayman, 1992). This study is going to try to confirm these theories and investigate in order
to determine if it is applicable for the skateboard video industry.

4.3 Social norms conformity:
Social norms have been studied the last decades by numerous researchers in the
marketing and communication field. It has been defined as “the degree to which an individual
perceives that others believe they should use the Web site” (Taylor & Francis, 2010). Hence,
social norms are totally subjective and influence individual’s behavior. That is to say that
individual is influenced by how he thinks watching a specific skateboard video will have an
impact on how others consider him. In addition, Evans in 2007 specified that social norms
lead the community member to accept a degree of conformity and to follow norms designed
by the community which indicate the ideal actions to realize.

The research done by Terry & Hogg in 1996 studied how behavioral intentions are influenced
by social norms. They highlighted the fact that individuals who are highly involved and
identified within the community, and receive a strong pressure from other community
members were most likely to have positive intentions toward the brand. They complete this
theory in taking the sport example which matches with the present study. In fact, Terry &
Hogg asked respondents relatively aware of football team sponsor, how is strong their
intention to purchase from this brand. Results show the correlation between a low level of
14

community identification and team identification and low purchase intention. Applying this to
skateboarding, it is possible to suppose that a low involved community viewer of a video will
be less influenced by the social norms and less likely to buy the brand.

4.3.1 Buzz effect:
Recent technological developments have enabled the creation of communities of
exchanges on the Internet, beyond personal relationships, in which individuals share the
experiences they have had with products and services (Dellarocas, 2003). This word-ofmouth (WOM) is more and more important and directly affects the skateboard sector. In
France the most famous website is “Le Site du Skateboard” where you can have the latest
news and where visitors can discuss subjects as videos. The fact that people comment on
and react to one video generates buzzing which can forewarn a great success of the video
and indirectly a brand success. The website that generates the most buzz in the world is
“The Berrics” owned by two famous old skateboarders. This website generates a lot of buzz
because they created a new concept: they built their own skatepark and new concepts of
skateboard video. So brands use it like a communication tool. When a brand wants to
announce the arrival of a new product, the arrival of a new team member or a new product
they produce a series of videos in partnership with this website. The main strength is that
they broadcast those videos not only on their website but on youtube, on facebook, on their
Iphone apps. When individuals haven’t seen the latest video they can feel late compared to
the rest of the community.

According to Anderson & Salisbury in 2003, WOM has a strong power of influence. In fact,
even if advertising is greatly impacting the receiver, recommendations are most effective
when they allow the evaluation of the product. In the case of positive recommendations, the
product can be adopted.

Brown & Reingen in 1987 focused on the cinema industry and found that someone who
recommends a movie will make others more likely to see this movie. Their intention to see it
is increased. More generally, in previous research conducted by Alpert & Anderson in 1973,
this principle has been defined as a kind of homophily in the sense that individuals want to
seem like other members of the community in terms of values and beliefs. They are attracted
by those who are like them.
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4.4 Trust in the message:
In this part, the literature review will deal with the viewer’s potential to trust toward the
message delivered by the skateboard video campaign and its impact on his purchase
intention.
In 1989, Howard conducted a study dealing with confidence (trust) and defined it as “the
buyer’s degree of certainty that his/her evaluative judgment of the brand is correct”. It is
possible to apply this general definition to the precise case of this study thanks to the
Corritore & al’s work conducted in 2003 which determined the special part of trust related to
the advertising message. It is the perceived credibility. This last notion impacts positively or
negatively the viewer message acceptance. Researches tend to demonstrate that trust is a
source of attitude and behavioral change. But it is very difficult to get the viewer to trust in the
message. In fact, in his research, Kim in 2006 announced that in 2002 only a small
percentage of the population of North America was generally trusting advertisement
messages. Most of them think that companies don’t tell the truth and don’t make any effort to
do that.

The aim in advertising is to change the consumer attitude and make him tempted to buy the
brand advertised. Readings about advertising bring capital information about attitudes
towards a brand. It doesn’t matter if the attitude is positive or negative, it significantly impacts
the purchase intention (Brown & Stayman, 1992). Trust of the message is a positive attitude,
so logically it generates intention to buy within the viewer. This has been proven by many
studies which highlight the power of trust on purchase intention. It is a determining factor of
intention to buy and plays a key role in predicting it. Lefa Teng and Michel Laroche, in 2007
concluded that “consumers are more likely to purchase a brand when they have a high
degree of confidence in evaluating the brand”.

Through videos, skateboard companies broadcast messages that community members
either trust or do not. The diversity of these messages is huge, that is why the main message
must be perfectly matching with the brand strategy in order to be consistent. The more the
message is consistent; the more the viewer will trust it (Corritore & al, 2003) and the more
the viewer will be likely to buy the brand.
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4.5 Purchase intention:
Intention to purchase is defined as a behavioral intention which is the global result of
all instructions that an individual receives to act in a certain manner. (Belk, 1985). The
appearance of this intention is characterized by an intensification followed by a series of
commitment toward himself or toward another element (O’Schaugnessy, 1992). These
commitments are the desire, the acceptance of this desire, intention, and the assurance of
realization. According to Darpy in 1997, each individual get the possibility to retract or
temporize.

Intention to purchase can be influenced by many factors which are different from one
situation to another. The present study will try to analyze and find correlation between special
factors of a skateboard video (video attributes, satisfaction, social norms and trust of the
message) and the intention to buy the brand or brands represented on the video. What will
make the viewer more able to make his buying decision is the possibility to compare the
video with his personal knowledge and expectations toward the brand and with other videos.
Laroche, in 2002, studied the consumer decision-making process and stated that the
purchase intention is the result of influences on the consumer, the comparison of information
given by the company with others and the competition at each stage of advertising.

Skateboard videos are advertising but for the majority of viewers they are not only
considered like this but more as entertainment and a means of distraction supplied by the
company. Skateboard video is a real product. This study is about to prove that a fan of a
specific skateboard video produced by a brand will also want to purchase the products
provided by that brand or watch another video.
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4.6 Theorical framework
After discussing theories and defining constructs, the model which will be used as the
theoretical framework of this study will be developed. With the help of the investigative
questions the propositions for the research will be formulated.

Fashion Involvement

Atlhetic performance

Music effects

Satisfaction
(enjoyment)

Visual design/filming
quality

Purchase intention
Social norms
conformity
Viewing situation :
Trust of in message
-

On-line
Off-line (DVD)

First, the study will attempt to investigate the role of fashion identity, athletic performance,
music effects and visual design on the satisfaction of the video. Secondly, the study will
attempt to investigate the role of satisfaction created by the video, social norms and trust of
the message on purchase intentions.
After reviewing the relevant literature, the hypotheses (propositions) for the study are:
IQ1: “Are skateboarding video viewers satisfied when the video matches with the fashion
they like, and with the community they take part?”
This investigative question will be examined with the first proposition:
P1:
A high degree of fashion identity is positively related to the video satisfaction
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IQ2: “Is the viewer’s video satisfaction influenced by the quality of the tricks?”
This investigative question will be examined with the second proposition:
P2:
The quality of the “Athletic Performance” is related to video “Satisfaction”
IQ3: “Is the viewer’s video satisfaction influenced by the music?”
This investigative question will be examined with the third proposition:
P3:
Adapted music is positively related to the video satisfaction
IQ4: “Is the viewer’s video satisfaction influenced by the visual design?”
This investigative question will be examined with the following proposition:
P4:
A good visual design is positively related to the video satisfaction
IQ5: “Does the viewer have a strong purchase intention when satisfied by the video?”
This investigative question will be examined with the following proposition:
P5:
Video satisfaction is positively related to purchase intention
IQ6: “Does the viewer have a strong purchase intention when influenced by the community?”
This investigative question will be examined with the following proposition:
P6:
Social norms conformity is positively related to purchase intention
IQ7: “Is the viewer’s purchase intention influenced by his/her trust in the message?”
This investigative question will be examined with the following proposition:
P7:
Social norms conformity is positively related to purchase intention

In order to determine whether the DVD or the internet is the most efficient way to generate
purchase intention, this study will test the following model for on-line viewers and for off-line
viewers.
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5. Methodology
5.1 Pilot test
The main purpose of pilot testing is to catch potential problems before they become
costly mistakes. It is typically used if an instrument or method of data collection is being used
for the first time.
Thanks to pilot testing, we can evaluate how long data collection can be expected to take
and we can also evaluate difficult items to complete. We can discover it by simple
observations: if an item is often not complete, with respondent feedbacks,…
By using reliability analysis, it is possible to evaluate the reliability of each construct. To do
this, we regrouped variables to form constructs. We will see later that all constructs are
reliable.
Pilot testing, finally provides information on how constructs are made. Indeed, thanks to
factor analysis, we will discover if there are one or more dimensions for each construct. In
this case there are two or more dimensions, choices have to be made.
This pilot test was focusing on the video “STAY GOLD” from Emerica Skateboard. The
questionnaire has been mailed through facebook to my skateboard friends and I answered
clients of the local skateshop.
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5.1.1 Reliability :
Variables
AP
(Athletic
Performance)
FI
(Fashion
Identity)
ME
(Music
Effect)
PI
(Purchase
Intention)
SA
Satisfaction)
SNC
(Social
Norms
Conformity)
TM
(Trust of the
Message)
VD
(Visual
Design)

Number
of items

Reliability test

If item deleted

Factor analysis

7

a.AP = .681

a.AP = .725
if AP5 deleted

KMOAP = .721 and sigAP = .000
Three dimensions

6

a.FI = .841

a.FI = .851
if FI5 deleted

KMOFI = .813 and sigFI = .000
Two components

8

a.ME = .792

a.ME = .809
if ME3 deleted

7

a.PI = .902

maximum a

10

a.SA = .857

a.SA = .876
if SA3 deleted

8

a.SNC = .620

a.SNC = .659
if SNC8 deleted

KMOSNC=.707 and sigSNC =.000
Two dimensions

8

a.TM = .842

a.TM = .862
if TM7 deleted

KMOTM =.693 and sigTM = .000
Two dimensions

a.VD = .813

a.VD = .836
if VD7 deleted

7

KMOME= .694 and sigME = .000
Two dimensions
KMOPI = .811 and sigPI = .000
Only one component
KMOSA = .693 and sigSA = .000
Three dimensions

KMOVD =.684 and sigVD = .000
Two dimensions

5.1.2 Factor analysis
ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE:

Component
1

2

3

AP1

,002

,932

,086

AP2

,667

,469

-,104

AP3

,733

-,070

-,018

AP4

,638

,585

,019

AP5

,063

,062

,974
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AP6

,689

,239

,017

AP7

,785

,008

,294

It is possible to delete the variable AP5 : only one variable strongly positively represented on
the third component. In fact, this variable focuses on a subject which is a little bit different
from the other variables. Here we ask the respondent if he would like to perform the same
kind of tricks. Other variables focus more on how they like the athletic performance. By
deleted AP5 we also improve the reliability.
After removing this variable there are still two components.
Component
1

2

AP1

-,046

,930

AP2

,622

,509

AP3

,726

-,024

AP4

,604

,621

AP6

,674

,278

AP7

,811

,054

We can observe that AP1 is negatively represented in the first component and strongly
represented in the second component. It is logical to delete it.
The variable AP1 uses the term “good quality” to qualify the general level of tricks realized in
that video. This question is not adapted because this term is never used in the community
when members are commenting on a video. We choose to delete the variable.
AP2 and AP4 are represented into the two components with very close scores. The reason
can be the fact that these two questions are strong affirmations :
-

AP2 : “I have been impressed by the tricks performed”. The term impressed is too
strong. The question becomes : “I like the tricks performed in this video”.

-

AP4 : “The level of the tricks is very high”. The question becomes : “I think the tricks
are high-level”
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FASHION IDENTITY

Component
1

2

FI1

,901

-,022

FI2

,556

,637

FI3

,628

,535

FI4

,456

,737

FI5

-,076

,924

FI6

,793

,262

The variable FI5 is probably too intimate for the respondent: “I associate certain traits of my
personality to the brand personality”. It can be difficult to understand why this question is in
the questionnaire.
After removing this variable we have only one component.
Component
1
FI1

,722

FI2

,830

FI3

,821

FI4

,802

FI6

,796

MUSIC EFFECT
After deleting the variable ME5 which is too pronounced we have two components. Now we
have to identify variables which are not scored highly. They are ME7 and ME3.
Component
1

2

ME7

,551

-,573

ME6

,703

-,319

ME8

,724

-,240

ME2

,595

-,252

ME1

,815

,288

ME3

,387

,811

ME4

,727

,433
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After deleting ME7 and ME3 we have only one component. By deleting ME3 we also improve
the reliability.
Component
1
ME6

,714

ME8

,702

ME2

,671

ME1

,818

ME4

,719

VISUAL DESIGN

Component
1
VD2

,880

VD1

,856

VD3

,640

VD4

,600

VD7

2

,571
,833

VD6

,439

,734

VD5

,367

,717

There are two main components and it is logical. In fact, the first group (VD1, VD2, VD3,
VD4) deals with the filming technique and the second one (VD5, VD6, VD7) deals with the
artistic approach. These subjects are closely related but they deserves to be analyzed
separately.
New sub-constructs :
-

VDTF (VD1, 2, 3, 4) : Cronbach’s alpha = .800

-

VDART (VD5, 6, 7) : Cronbach’s alpha = .719
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Component

Component

1

1

VDTF1

,753

VDART1

,663

VDTF2

,916

VDART2

,865

VDTF3

,758

VDART3

,873

VDTF4

,755

SATISFACTION

Component
1

2

SA9

,924

SA6

,834

SA8

,766

,383

SA7

,544

,529

SA4

,870

SA1

,859

SA5

,507

,745

SA10

.519

.595

SA2

.321

.480

SA3

3

-.404
.870

We observe that there are two main components and a third one which is marginal.
For the first component we will keep SA9, SA6 and SA8 : Cronbach’s alpha = .836. This
group of variable focuses on the relationship between the respondent and the action. This
relationship is defined as transportation. As mentioned in the literature review we included
transportation elements in the satisfaction constructs. So it seems logical to split this
construct into two sub-constructs and this one becomes SAC.
Component
1
SA6

,859

SA8

,853

SA9

,917
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The second group deals with the urge to watch again or to obtain the video and share it. This
group will be composed by SA4, SA1 and SA5 and its Cronbach’s alpha is = .836. This subconstruct becomes SAE.
Component
1
SA1

,670

SA4

,807

SA5

,910

TRUST OF THE MESSAGE

Component
1

2

TM5

,732

TM7

,716

TM8

,698

TM6

,644

,582

TM3

,810

TM2

,798

TM4

,627

,653

TM1

.568

.652

Here it is possible to delete TM6, TM4 and TM1 because they are represented into the two
components with very close scores. TM5, TM7 and TM8 stay in a first component and TM3
and TM2 in a second.
Having only two variables in a component is not reliable. So we decided to keep only the first
component. Its reliability is = .615.
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SOCIAL NORM COMFORMITY

Component
1

2

SNC5

,879

SNC6

,873

SNC8

,819

-.352

SNC1

,830

SNC4

,733

SNC3

,725

SNC7

-,415

,565

SNC2

.347

.514

Here we observe two components :
-

SNC5, SNC6, SNC8 : Cronbach’s alpha = .845

-

SNC1, SNC4, SNC3: Cronbach’s alpha = .701

The first group deals with the influence of the friends circle on the person to watch the video
and buy the brand. The sub-construct becomes SNCI.
The second group deals rather with the discussion around this video, the sharing of the video
with the community. This sub-construct becomes SNCECH.
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5.2 New Model:
The following model is the one which will be tested. As we can see, three constructs have
been split: Satisfaction, Socoial norms conformity and Trust in the message.
In addition, this model is built with two levels. The first is focusing on the elements impacting
Satisfaction and the second one is dealing with elements influencing Purchase Intention.

Fashion Identity

Atlhetic performance

Music effects

Satisfaction
(enjoyment)
SAC
SAE

Visual design
VDTF
VDTART

Social norms conformity

Purchase intention

SNCI
SNCECH
Trust of in message
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5.3 Panel – Segmentation
The study took place in September 2011 and got 122 respondents in total. The
questionnaire has been mailed to a specific panel: the respondent must be involved in a
skateboard community and must have seen the video. It is important to notice that the panel
is very precise and narrow. In fact it is not a random panel. So answers are more reliable and
that’s why we don’t need a huge amount of respondents.
An electronic questionnaire has been built and sent through social networks and forums. So
respondents are the only people involved in skateboard and who have seen the video. The
questionnaire has also been broadcasted by CLICHÉ Skateboard through their facebook
page and by mail to some contacts. We not only have respondents randomly involved in
skateboard but also respondents involved in the brand analyzed.

5.4 Questionnaire organization and measurement
tools
The questionnaire is made out of 45 questions organized in the two following sections:
-

Section 1
o

1 question assessing the media by which the viewer watched the video
(Internet / DVD)

o

44 Five-points Lickert scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree,
questions which test the 7 initial hypothesis

-

Section 2
o

All questions are related to demographics


Gender



Age



Education



Revenue



Nationality
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5.5 Data preparation
Data preparation is an essential step in doing a quantitative analysis. Indeed, a reliable study
relies on data removed from bias.

5.5.1 Cleaning
The cleaning of the data consisted in getting rid of all suspicious answers such as
-

Double IP addresses / We decided to eliminate the data which have the same IP
address because we don’t know if the respondent filed the questionnaire twice or if it
is really two distinct respondents

-

Irregular answer / A person might have chosen the same degree of agreement all
along the 44 questions

-

Missing answers / delete all “blank lines”

In SPSS we modified the value for each variable. In fact, for Likert items we indicated the
scale and for demographic information we indicated the categories.
To be more readable, we changed the name of variables; for example “Purchase Intention”
 PI or “Music Effect”  ME.
Cleaning is essential to avoid bias and incorrect assumptions in the conclusions.

5.5.2 Code book
Code

FI

Meaning

Fashion Identity

Definition
This attributes describes the degree to which a viewer is sensitive to the
fashion aspect : dressing code, tricks performed, personality of the brand,…
The variable “FI” is calculated as the mean of the variables “FI1”, “FI2”,
“FI3”, “FI4” and “FI6” and measures the construct “Fashion identity”
Thus, Fashion Identity = (FI1 + FI2 + FI3 + FI4 + FI6)/5
Indicates how much the viewer likes the tricks performed and what
elements he/she prefers (level, originality, spot skated)

AP

Athletic Performance

The variable “AP” is calculated as the mean of the variables “AP2”, “AP3”,
"AP4", "AP6", "AP7" and measures the construct “Athletic performance”
Thus, Athletic Performance = (AP2 + AP3 + AP4 + AP6 + AP7)/5
Defined as the extent to which one likes the music of the video (generally,
when skateboarding)

ME

Music Effect

The variable “ME” is calculated as the mean of the variables “ME1”, “ME2”,
"ME4", "ME6", and "ME8" and measures the construct “Music Effect”
Thus, Music Effect = (ME1 + ME2 + ME4 + ME6 + ME8)/5
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Indicates how much the viewer likes the visual design and precisely the
filming technique and what elements he/she prefers

VDTF

Visual Design / Filming technique

The variable “VDTF” is calculated as the mean of the variables “VDTF1”,
“VDTF2”, "VDTF3" and “VDTF4” and measures the construct “Visual Design
/ Filming Technique”
Thus, Visual Design / Filming Technique = (VDTF1 + VDTF2 + VDTF3 +
VDTF4)/4
Indicates how much the viewer likes the visual design and precisely the
artistic aspect and what elements he/she prefers

VDART

Visual Design / Artistic aspect

The variable “VDART” is calculated as the mean of the variables “VDART1”,
“VDART2” and "VDART3" and measures the construct “Visual Design /
Artistic aspect”
Thus, Visual Design / Artistic aspect = (VDART1+ VDART2 + VDART3)/3
Degree to which a customer is satisfied by the video. This satisfaction leads
the viewer to watch again the video or to obtain the video.

SAE

Satisfaction / Desire

The variable “SAE” is calculated as the mean of the variables “SAE1”,
“SAE2”and “SAE3” and measures the construct “Satisfaction / Desire”
Thus, Satisfaction / Desire = (SAE1 + SAE2 + SAE3)/3
The customer's transportation into the action

SAC

Satisfaction / Action

The variable “SAC” is calculated as the mean of the variables “SAC1”,
“SAC2”, "SAC3” and measures the construct “Satisfaction / Action”
Thus, Satisfaction / Action = (SAC1 + SAC2 + SAC3)/3
Defined the capacity of the viewer to talk about the video with his / her
community

SNCECH

Social Norm Conformity / Exchange

The variable “SNCECH” is calculated as the mean of the variables
“SNCECH1”, “SNCECH2” and “SNCECH3” and measures the construct
“Social Norm Conformity / Exchange”
Thus, Social Norm Conformity / Exchange = (SNCECH1 + SNCECH2 +
SNCECH3)/3
Defined as the influence of the community on the member (of the
community) to watch the video

SNCI

Social Norm Conformity / Influence

The variable “SNCI” is calculated as the mean of the variables “SNCI1”,
“SNCI2”, "SNCI3" and measures the construct “Social Norm Conformity /
Influence”
Thus, Social Norm Conformity / Influence = (SNCI1 + SNCI2 + SNCI3)/3
Degree to which a customer tends to trust the message delivered in that
video

TM

Trust of the Message

The variable “TM” is calculated as the mean of the variables “TM5”, “TM7”,
"TM8" and measures the construct “Trust of the message”
Thus, Trust of the message = (TM5 + TM7 + TM8)/3
Degree to which a customer is ready to buy the brand, is attracted by the
brand, is involved in the brand community…

PI

Purchase Intention

The variable “PI” is calculated as the mean of the variables “PI1”, “PI2”,
"PI3", “PI4”, “PI5”, “PI6” and “PI7” and measures the construct “Purchase
intention”
Thus, Purchase Intention = (PI1 + PI2 + PI3 + PI4 + PI5 + PI6 + PI7)/7
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6. Analysis and Results
6.1 Descriptive Analysis
Frequencies
Categorical descriptive analysis consists in running a basic observation of the data through
frequencies.

6.1.1 Media:
26%

Internet
DVD

74%

The majority of respondents watched the video on the internet.
This is the general trend in the extreme sport industry. More and more videos are
broadcasted on the internet (video community website : Zapiks, Youtube,…).
But the proportion of DVD viewers is quite big. The reason is probably the fact that the DVD
was distributed for free in every CLICHÉ Skateboard’s official dealer.
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6.1.2 Gender:
3%

Men
Women

97%

A majority of men answered the questionnaire, thus representing 97% of the total population.
The difference between the two genders is very high but should not bias the results. In fact,
this represents well the repartition of men / women in the skateboard community. This sport
is mainly practiced by men.

6.1.3 Age:
4% 1%
16%

23%

Less than 15 years old
From 16 to 18 years old
From 19 to 25 years old
From 26 to 30 years old
From 31 to 35 years old

25%
33%

36 years ols and more

Three categories are quite equally represented:
-

Less than 15 years old

-

From 16 to 18 years old

-

From 19 to 25 years old

This is typically the three main targets of the skateboard industry. The first group is the
youngest and represents the future loyal clientele. They must be tempted to be involved in
the brand community when they are older. This leads us to talk about the second group
which represents the heart of the brand community. They are very active in the community
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and are a link between young skaters and opinion leaders who are the third main group (from
19 to 25 years old).

6.1.4 Education:
4%
17%

16%

Collège
Lycée
BTS
License

17%

Maîtrise (master)

37%

Autre
12%

As a large portion of the population is 16 to 28 years (33%) old it seems logical to have a
Lycée student representation of 37%.

6.1.5 Revenue:
4%

7%
0 euros

15%

Moins de 1000 euros
52%

Moins de 1500 euros
Moins de 2000 euros
Plus de 2000 euros

24%

As a large portion of the population is under 15 years old and between 16 to 28 years old it
seems logical to have a representation of 52% of people who don’t earn money.
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6.2 Continuous data
6.2.1 Reliability
In order to ensure the reliability, the questionnaire has been pre tested with another
video (STAY GOLD – Emerica Skatebaord). Then when entered in SPSS software, the data
has been cleaned and retested for reliability purpose.
The results are presented in the figure below.
Variables
AP
(Athletic
Performance)
FI
(Fashion Identity)

Number
of items

Reliability test

If item deleted

5

a.AP = .736

maximum a

5

a.FI = .853

maximum a

5

a.ME = .795

a.ME = .796
ME
(Music Effect)
PI
(Purchase
Intention)
VDTF
(Visual Design /
filming technique)
VDART
(Visual Design /
Artistic approach)
SAE
(Satisfaction /
Desire)
SAC
(Satisfaction /
Action)
SNCECH
(Social Norms
Conformity /
Exchange)
SNCI
(Social Norms
Conformity /
Influence
TM
(Trust of the
Message)

if ME2 deleted
7

a.PI = .939

maximum a

4

a.VDTF = .660

maximum a

3

a.VDART = .650

a.VDART = .699
if VDART1 deleted
3

a.SAE = .681

maximum a

3

a.SAC = .609

maximum a

3

a.SNCECH = .705

a.SNCECH = .709
if SNCECH2 deleted
a.SNCECH = .822
3

a.SNCI = .707
if SNCI1 deleted

3

a.TM = .584

maximum a
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The reliability test attests that constructs are reliable with Cronbach α superior to 0,6 for all of
them but one : TM (Trust of the message).
In addition, four constructs can have a better Cronbach’s alpha : SNCI, ME, VDART and
SNCECH.

TM : Trust of the Message:
The Cronbach’s alpha of TM is just a little bit under .6; .584. We have to consider removing
this item. But the result is very close to .6 and it is logical that a skateboard company would
want to deliver a message through a video. We have to go further into the research before
taking the decision whether or not to remove or not this construct.
Questions related to this construct are maybe not optimal or maybe not very clear. But it is
important to verify if there is a direct and significant correlation with Purchase Intention.

SNCI : Social Norms Conformity / Influence:
According to these results the Cronbach’s alpha of SNCI could be increased passing from
0.707 to 0.202, thus increasing reliability but augmenting bias as well. As the variable is only
calculated over three items we chose to keep SNCI1.

ME : Music Effect:
According to these results the Cronbach’s alpha of ME could be increased passing from
0.795 to 0.796, thus increasing reliability but augmenting bias as well. As the improvement is
very low (.001), we chose to keep ME2.

VDART : Visual Design /Artistic approach:
According to these results the Cronbach’s alpha of VDART could be increased passing from
0.650 to 0.699, thus increasing reliability but augmenting bias as well. As the variable is only
calculated over three items that we chose to keep VDART1.
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SNCECH : Social Norms Conformity / Exchange:
According to these results the Cronbach’s alpha of ME could be increased passing from
0.705 to 0.709, thus increasing reliability but augmenting bias as well. As the improvement is
very low (.004), we chose to keep SNCECH2.

6.2.2 Factor Analysis
Factor analysis helps to define whether or not variables are constituted by only one
component as shown in the initial model. (same operation we made for Pilot testing).
We have decided to execute a factor analysis on all variables .
The KMO test is an indicator for the appropriateness of using factor analysis. If superior to
0,6 then the analysis is considered as adequate.

Per variable
Allows to know if there is overlapping between 2 factors of a single variable.
In the following table the results are listed from the factor analysis over the different
variables.

FACTOR ANALYSIS
Kaiser -Meyer-Olkin test (KMO)

Significance (SIG)

KMOAP =0,674

SIGAP = 0,000

Number of components
Two Dimensions:
AP2, AP3, AP6, AP7
-

KMOFI =0,775
KMOME =0,764
KMOPI =0,905
KMOVDTF =0,604
KMOVDTART =0,614
KMOSAE =0,660
KMOSAC =0,636
KMOSNCECH =0,631
KMOSNCI =0,692
KMOTM =0,622

SIGFI = 0,000
SIGME = 0,000
SIGPI = 0,000
SIGVDTF = 0,000
SIGVDTART = 0,000
SIGSAE = 0,000
SIGSAC = 0,000
SIGSNCECH = 0,000
SIGSNCI = 0,000
SIGTM = 0,000

AP4

Only one component
Only one component
Only one component
Only one component
Only one component
Only one component
Only one component
Only one component
Only one component
Only one component

Thanks to the factor analysis done on variables we can observe a division of the variable
Athletic Performance:
Thanks to pilot testing we identified items that have to be deleted to improve the significance
of the study. Here AP4 is alone in a component. It is not relevant to separate this construct
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into two parts with only one component in a part. So it is logical to remove it and keep AP2,
AP3, AP6 and AP7.
The reliability of Athletic Performance without AP4 is .720 ans the sig is = .000.
Computing
The study showed that the model is built around 8 constructs. Each of them being subdivided
into variables. Variables have been measured through different questions spread over the
questionnaire. In order to get the final result for each variable it is important to “compute
them”.

6.2.3 Continuous Descriptive / Skewness and Kurtosis Test
These two tests provide some information concerning the distribution of scores on
continuous variables. In this case, no variable is following a normal distribution. They are non
parametric variables. We can say that because the skewness and kurtosis value are higher
or lower than 0 and never equal.
Example:
Variable
VDART3
PI1

Skewness
-.384
-.489

Kurtosis
.582
-.905

For these two variables, we can make some observations. In fact the VDART3’s skew is
under 0 which means that the scores are clustered at the right hand side of the graph. The
positive kurtosis of VDART3 indicates that the distribution is rather peaked. PI1 has a
negative skew which means that the scores are clustered at the right hand side of the graph
and its negative kurtosis indicates that the distribution is relatively flat.
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6.3 Test for propositions
6.3.1 Correlation: spearman for non parametric data
Correlation analysis allows the analysis of the degree of relationship between
dependent and independent variables. In this research the dependent variable is Purchase
Intention and is supposed to be influenced by the others.
The analysis of the normality of the variables showed that the overall distribution of the data
is not normal. This is expected as the research concentrates on human behaviors which
cannot be scientifically predicted. The correlation analysis is therefore based on the
Spearman coefficient.
The model developed is composed of two levels. The first one is about the factors influencing
the satisfaction with the video and the second one is focusing on the factor influencing the
purchase intention (satisfaction is one of those).
To realize the correlation, variables have been grouped on SPSS. Indeed, three constructs
(SA, SNC and VD) are composed of sub-constructs. The correlation analysis is based on
main constructs.
In the interpretation part of the table, we will define if the correlation is Large, Medium or
Small. We will classify this correlation thanks to the Spearman’s coefficient according to the
following scale:

Small 

r = .10 to .29 or

r = -.10 to -.29

Medium 

r = .30 to .49 or

r = -.30 to -.49

Large 

r = .50 to 1.0 or

r = -.50 to -1.
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First level of the model:

Propositions
P1 - Higher degree of
"Fashion Identity"
are positively related
to "Satisfaction"
P2 – The quality of
the “Athletic
Performance” is
related to video
“Satisfaction”
P3 – An adapted
music is positively
related to video
“Satisfaction”

P4 – A good “Visual
Design” is positively
related to video
“Satisfaction”

Hypothesis
H1A - There is a positive relationship between
the variable "Fashion Identity" and the variable
"Satisfaction"
H1O - There is no relationship between the
variable " Fashion Identity " and the variable
"Satisfaction"
H2A – There is a positive relationship between
the variable “Athletic Performance” and the
variable “Satisfaction”
H20 – There is no relationship between the
variable “Athletic Performance” and the variable
“Satisfaction”
H3A – There is a positive relationship between
the variable “Music Effect” and the variable
“Satisfaction”
H30 – There is no relationship between the
variable “Music Effect” and the variable
“Satisfaction”
H4A – There is a positive relationship between
the variable “Visual Design” and the variable
“Satisfaction”
H40 – There is no relationship between the
variable “Visual Design” and the variable
“Satisfaction”

Spearman’s
coefficient

r = .691

r = .595

r = .721

r = .692

Interpretation
H10 can be rejected and
support is found for H1A
There is a strong
relationship between
“Fashion Identity” and
“Satisfaction”
H20 can be rejected and
support is found for H2A
There is a strong
relationship between
“Athletic Performance” and
“Satisfaction”
H30 can be rejected and
support is found for H3A
There is a strong
relationship between
“Music Effect” and
“Satisfaction”
H40 can be rejected and
support is found for H4A
There is a strong
relationship between
“Visual Design” and
“Satisfaction”

All results show a strong relationship between the dependent variable video “satisfaction”
and the independent variables FI, AP, ME, and VD. All null hypotheses have therefore been
rejected. We validate the first level of the model. It is necessary to analyze the second level
which includes “Satisfaction”.

Possible improvement:
In the correlation output, we can observe that they are strong correlations between variables
which haven’t been mentioned in the initial model.
In fact there is a strong relationship between FI and ME  r = .677
In a further research it could be possible to state the following hypothesis:
-

Positive assessment of Fashion Identity is positively related to Music effect.
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Second level:

Propositions
P5 – Video
“Satisfaction” is
positively related to
“Purchase Intention”

P6 – “Social Norms
Conformity” is
positively related to
“Purchase Intention”

P7 – “Trust in the
Message” is
positively related to
“Purchase Intention”

Hypothesis
H5A – There is a positive relationship between
the variable “Satisfaction” and the variable
“Purchase Intention”
H50 – There is no relationship between the
variable “Satisfaction” and the variable
“Purchase Intention”
H6A – There is a positive relationship between
the variable “Social Norms Conformity” and the
variable “Purchase Intention”
H60 – There is no relationship between the
variable “Social Norms Conformity” and the
variable “Purchase Intention”
H7A – There is a positive relationship between
the variable “Trust in the Message” and the
variable “Purchase Intention”
H70 – There is no relationship between the
variable “Trust in the Message” and the variable
“Purchase Intention”

Spearman’s
coefficient

r = .646

r = .426

r = .655

Interpretation
H50 can be rejected and
support is found for H5A
There is a strong
relationship between
“Satisfaction” and
“Purchase Intention”
H60 can be rejected and
support is found for H6A
There is a medium
relationship between “Social
Norms Conformity” and
“Purchase Intention”
H70 can be rejected and
support is found for H7A
There is a strong
relationship between “Trust
in the Message” and
“Purchase Intention”

All results show a strong relationship between the dependent variable video “Purchase
Intention” and the independent variables SA, SNC, and TM. All null hypotheses have
therefore been rejected.

Possible improvement:
In the correlation output, we can observe that they are strong correlations between variables
which haven’t been mentioned in the initial model.
In fact there is a strong relations between TM and SA  r = .714
In further research it could be possible to state the following hypothesis:
-

A high degree of satisfaction is positively related to Trust in the message.

Correlation is a way of observing if constructs work together, if there are related. It is
however not the aim of correlation to state whether a construct impacts another one.
The regression analysis will help us get a better understanding of how strong and influent
these relationships are.
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6.3.2 Regression Analysis
Regression shows to what extent independent variables contribute in explaining the variance
of the dependent variable Purchase Intention. The results are expressed through a
coefficient: B.

Model tested:

Fashion Identity
Atlhetic performance

Music effects

Satisfaction
(enjoyment)
SAC
SAE

Visual design
VDTF
VDTART

Social norms
conformity
SNCI

Purchase intention

SNCECH

First level tested

Trust of the message

Second level tested

Here we are focusing on the R square which helps to understand to what extent the variance
of the dependent variable is explained by the model.
In order to analyze the two levels of this model, the regression analysis is carried out twice.
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First level:
According to the model summary, R square=0,654. This means that the variance of SA
(dependent variable) is explained at 65,4% by the model. R squared varying between 0 and
1, we can assume that 0,654 is a reliability strongly expressing the relationship of the model.
Model Summary:
-

Predictors : AP, FI, VD and ME

-

Dependent variable : SA

Model

R

R Square

1

.809

.654

Adjusted R

Std. Error of

Square

the Estimate

.642

2.89536

It is possible to assert that the model is reliable because the F coefficient is higher than 1. F
= 55,310 and the Sig = .000.
Then by looking at the coefficient table under standardized coefficient, beta indicates the
weight of each variable to the dependent variable. The analysis of the significance allows the
evaluation of which of the variables has made a significant contribution to the prediction of
the dependent variable. In this case, FI, ME and VD make a significant unique contribution.
ME records the highest beta (=.333), that is to say that ME mainly contributes to the
explanation of the SA variance. VD is also recording a high beta = .324 (Sig = .000). On the
contrary, we can conclude that the variable AP does not make a significant unique
contribution to SA because the Sig=.976 and the beta is negative. This variable probably
overlaps with other independent variables in the model. In fact, we decided to differentiate
Athletic performance with transportation to define if the viewer only pays attention to the
tricks or if he/she looks for being transported into the action. The analysis of the second level
of the model will help to determine it.
This crosschecked with correlation confirm that FI, ME and VD are the most influential
variables on SA.
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Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model
1

B
(Constant)

Std. Error
-,163

1,619

FI

,302

,092

ME

,424

VD
AP

Coefficients
Beta

t

Sig.
-,101

,920

,283

3,274

,001

,099

,333

4,279

,000

,327

,076

,324

4,277

,000

-,004

,139

-,003

-,030

,976

a. Dependent Variable: SA

After having run over a second regression analysis without Athletic Performance variable we
got significant results but the overall contribution to the Satisfaction did not increase (R
Square = .654).

Second level:
According to the model summary, R square=0,512. This means that the variance of PI
(dependent variable) is explained at 51,2% by the model. R squared varying between 0 and
1, we can assume that 0,512 is reliability medium in expressing the relationship of the model.
Model Summary:
-

Predictors : TM, SA and SNC

-

Dependent variable : PI

Model

R

R Square

1

.716

.512

Adjusted R

Std. Error of

Square

the Estimate

.500

5.579

It is possible to assert that the model is reliable because the F coefficient is higher than 1. F
= 41,339 and the Sig = .000.

Here, SA, and TM make a significant unique contribution. TM records the highest beta
(=.263), that is to say that TM mainly contributes to the explanation of the PI variance. SA
records a beta = .324 (Sig = .000). SNC does not make a significant unique contribution to
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the prediction of the variable PI. SNC should not be part of the model as the figure is superior
to .05. Like AP in the first level of the model, this variable is not relevant in this study.

Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model
1

B
(Constant)

Std. Error
-5,396

2,350

-,016

,119

SA

,555

TM

1,329

SNC

Coefficients
Beta

t

Sig.

-2,296

,023

-,011

-,136

,892

,150

,341

3,697

,000

,263

,449

5,050

,000

a. Dependent Variable: PI

After having run over a second regression analysis without Social Norms Conformity (SNC)
variable we got significant results (R Square = .512).
The following figure presents the suggested model which summarizes the results visually.
Propositions which were found to be valid are market with a black arrow; propositions which
could not be validated during the analysis are marked with a red arrow.

Fashion Identity
Atlhetic performance

Music effects

Satisfaction
(enjoyment)
SAC
SAE

Visual design
VDTF
VDTART

Social norms
conformity
SNCI

Purchase intention

SNCECH
Trust of the message
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6.3.3 Compare Mean : Kruskal-Wallis Test
By comparing means, it is possible to answer the question : which of the group have the
highest impact on the dependent variable?
As the normality test underlined variables and constructs are not normally distributed.
Therefore, we choose to realize non parametric test which are in that case made with
Kruskal-Wallis Test.

Tested Hypotheses:
In order to answer precisely the research question, we will analyze which of the two Medias,
DVD or Internet has the most important influence on Purchase Intention.
Gender and Nationality will be forgotten. In fact, a large majority of men answered the
survey. Only 3% of women are represented. This is the image of the whole skateboard
community; women are a minority. The results would not be relevant. This is also the case of
nationality of respondents. Indeed, only French skateboarders answered the questionnaire.
So, it is impossible to determine if there are differences between nationalities on the
influence on Purchase Intention.

Propositions
There are differences in Purchase Intention
across six age groups

There are differences in Purchase Intention
across six education levels

There is differences in Purchase Intention
across five revenue levels

There is differences in Purchase Intention
according to the media used to watch the video

Hypotheses
H1A = People with different ages have
different levels of Purchase Intention
H10 = People with different ages have the
same level of Purchase Intention
H2A = People with different levels of
education have different levels of Purchase
Intention
H20 = People with different level of education
have the same level of Purchase Intention
H3A = People with different revenue have
different level of Purchase Intention
H30 = People with different revenue have the
same level of Purchase Intention
H4A = People using different media have
different level of Purchase Intention
H40 = People using different media have the
same level of Purchase Intention
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Kruskal-Wallis Test:

Age:
By testing the influence of age on Purchase Intention, we found that the Sig value is higher
than .05  .869. This means that the null hypothesis is validated and that there is no
difference in Purchase Intention across age levels. The alternative hypothesis is rejected.
Education:
By testing the influence of education of the viewer on Purchase Intention, we found that the
Sig value is higher than .05  .890. This means that the null hypothesis is validated and that
there is no difference in Purchase Intention across education levels. The alternative
hypothesis is rejected.
Revenue:
By testing the influence of revenue of the viewer on Purchase Intention, we found that the
Sig value is higher than .05  .265. This means that the null hypothesis is validated and that
there is no difference in Purchase Intention across revenue levels. The alternative hypothesis
is rejected.
Media:
In the output presenting the two kind of medias used to watch the video, the significance
level is .012. This is less than the alpha level of .05. These results suggest that there is a
difference in Purchase Intention according to the media used. The null hypothesis can be
rejected and the alternative is validated.

MEDIA
PI

N

Mean Rank

INTERNET

91

56,79

DVD

31

75,34

Total

122

An inspection of the mean ranks for the two groups (DVD and Internet) suggests that the
DVD group have the highest Purchase Intention score (75,34) with the Internet group
reporting the lowest. This means that people who watch the video by DVD and more likely to
buy the brand. Even DVD viewers are minority; they have a strongest Purchase Intention
than Internet viewers.
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7. Discussion
The present thesis deals with the impact of skateboard video on purchase intention. Factors
influencing video satisfaction and transportation, and factor impacting Purchase Intention are
major focuses of this study. In addition the research highlights differences between medias,
DVD and Internet. To examine the research question “How a skateboarding video
campaign influences the purchase intention of the final consumer?” a modification of
TAM was applied. Purchase intention was found to be directly influenced by subjective as
visuals elements or induced message. This modification can be useful for further research in
this area.

Major Findings are the positive satisfaction toward the video which is generated by three
factors: Fashion Identity, Music Effect and Visual design. Viewers of a skateboard video are
part of a community and they look for associating what they are to a particular personality
dimension to be involved with the brand. William (2002) proved that emotion; satisfaction and
transportation in our case; can be different according to the culture for the same situation. In
this respect, this study supports the finding. Viewers are satisfied by the video when they can
associate their personality traits to the brand, when they can recognize their style (dress
code and skateboard style) through the pro skaters. They are also transported in the action.
This leads to thinks that they not only want to recognize themselves through the video but
they want to act, skate with the same style and personality. This is very important for the
business. In fact, if the viewer tries to look like they brand, they become brand showcase.
In accordance with other studies (Anand and Holbrook, 1986; Kotler) we identified significant
correlation between Music and satisfaction. The viewer is looking for a music that he/she
likes and that can transport him/her. More the music is matching the viewer’s music
preferences more he/she lots him/herself in the video. This is a way to directly commit the
viewer with the video and indirectly with the brand represented.
This study support also the findings of Garrett (2003) and confirm that aesthetics of a
skateboard video in terms of artistic approach and filming quality is a factor of overall
enjoyable viewer experience. With the aim of studying the difference between the two
medias (DVD and Internet) on the impact on Purchase Intention, it seemed necessary to
validate the Cyr (2006) finding. In fact we confirm that there is a significant relationship
between visual design quality and e-satisfaction.
On the contrary, there is no significant and positive relation between the tricks (athletic
performance) and the satisfaction. Unfortunately the viewer looks for good quality of trick, it is
logical. But this leads to conclude that the viewer can’t be satisfied by the video if he/she is
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not satisfied and transported by the others elements, music – visual design – fashion. The
viewer wants to be transported by the tricks. To reach this state of transportation, the tricks
and the spots rode have to be highlighted and sublimated.

Other major findings are the positive Purchase Intention toward a skateboarding brand when
a consumer watches a skateboard video. This study enhances the McQuitty’s statements
(2000) by proving that a skateboard video viewer is more likely to buy when satisfied by the
video. In this respect, the study allows to state that satisfaction toward skateboard video is an
efficient predictor of purchase intention.
The questionnaire used to realize this study was articulated around constructs. In order to be
complete in the analysis of the trust in the message we decided to include two dimensions.
The first one is the degree of trust in the message and the second one is the impact of this
trust on the Purchase Intention. To test the first one we tried to determine the main
messages that a skateboard company is about to communicate and how much it is
consistent. This study helps to improve the Corritore findings (2003). Indeed, more the video
is consistent (narrative element, visual design,..) more the viewer will trust the message and
the brand. Another finding is the positive relationship between trust in the message and
Purchase Intention. We can support the Lefa Teng and Michel Laroche by asserting that
viewers are more likely to purchase a brand when they have a high degree of confidence in
evaluating the brand.
In addition, this study highlights the fact that the viewer’s Purchase intention is not influenced
by social norms. The objective to enhance the Terry & Hogg findings (1996) is not reached.
The reason might be there are many respondents who saw the video on internet. That is to
say that there are more and more videos on internet which are widely broadcasted. So
viewers are able to watch numerous videos and are less and less influenced by the
community.
Finally, we studied which of the media used have the biggest impact on viewer’s Purchase
Intention. The results prove that DVD generates a stronger positive Purchase Intention than
Internet. With the DVD, the viewing atmosphere is better, there are fewer parasites and the
quality of viewing is better. That is to say that skateboard company have to continue to sell
DVDs and not only focus on an Internet strategy.
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8. Limitations & suggestions for
further research
Clearly this study would have been more reliable with more respondents. Only 122 answers
to the questionnaire have been used. The survey was broadcasted through internet. We can
think that mainly people who appreciate Cliché Skateboard answered and this may be a bias.
We should have spread the study directly to distinct skateboard community. This allows
collecting the opinion of different people and cross information.

Another important point is that only French viewers answered the survey. More and more
brands adopt global strategy. In this context, it necessary to compare the opinions of people
from different nationalities.

One of the main the main goal of the research was to study the impact of the transportation
on Purchase Intention. We chose to include this notion in the Satisfaction construct. Beside
this, we tested the influence of athletic performance on video satisfaction. But there was
probably overlap between Athletic Performance and transportation. That’s probably the
reason why we found that athletic performance has no influence on Video satisfaction. Thus,
for further research and in order to fit better the initial research question, it should be
preferable to reorganize the model to overlap.

Nowadays, brands are not only filming corporate videos but also create video in partnership
with websites like “The Berrics” or other famous blogs. These videos face a huge success.
So in further research, it can be logic to study include this aspect in order to closely fit with
brand strategies.
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Appendices
Pilot Test Questionnaire : (5 Likert scale)
Fashion Identity
J’aime le style général de cette marque
J’aime le style vestimentaire des skateurs du team EMERICA
Je me reconnais dans le style vestimentaire des skateurs du team EMERICA
J’aime le style de skate du team REAL
J’associe certains traits de ma personnalité à la personnalité de la marque EMERICA
J’aime la personnalité de cette marque

FI1
FI2
FI3
FI4
FI5
FI6

Athletic Performance
Je pense que les « tricks » de cette vidéo sont de bonne qualité
J’ai été impressionné par les « tricks » réalisés dans cette vidéo
Les « tricks » réalisés sont originaux
Les « tricks » réalisés sont de haut niveau
J’aimerais pouvoir réaliser le même type de « tricks »
Les spots skatés sont techniquement impressionnants
Je pense que les « tricks » sont biens adaptés aux spots

AP1
AP2
AP3
AP4
AP5
AP6
AP7

Music Effect
La bande son accompagne très bien le visuel
La musique correspond à l’image de marque de EMERICA
La musique me transporte dans l’action
La musique de chaque part me procure des émotions
La musique est indispensable à cette vidéo
Les musiques accompagnent très bien les « tricks »
J’aimerais écouter le même genre de musique lorsque je skate
Les musique de cette vidéo correspondent à mes goûts musicaux

ME1
ME2
ME3
ME4
ME5
ME6
ME7
ME8

Visual Design
Je trouve que la qualité de filming de cette vidéo est excellente
Les plans de filming choisis mettent bien en valeur les tricks
La qualité de filming me fait dire que EMERICA a dépensé un gros budget pour sa réalisation
Les effets spéciaux utilisés sont techniquement impressionnants
Les effets spéciaux utilisés sont originaux
L’approche artistique de cette vidéo me plait
L’approche artistique de cette vidéo est originale

VD1
VD2
VD3
VD4
VD5
VD6
VD7

Satisfaction
Je conseille à mes amis de voir cette vidéo
J’ai ou je vais poster sur ma page facebook un lien vers une des part de cette vidéo
Si j’ai le DVD de cette vidéo je vais le prêter à des amis
J’ai envie de me procurer cette vidéo ou de la télécharger
J’aime revoir cette vidéo
A chaque fois que je vois cette vidéo je me sens transporté dans l’action
Cette vidéo me motive à aller skater
Avant une session de skate j’aime regarder cette vidéo
Je suis satisfait par les différents aspects de cette vidéo
Cette vidéo répond à mes attentes en ce qui concerne une vidéo de skate

SA1
SA2
SA3
SA4
SA5
SA6
SA7
SA8
SA9
SA10

Social Norms Conformity
J’ai regardé cette vidéo car des amis me l’ont conseillée
Cette vidéo était présentée sur « The Berrics », c’est pour cela que je l’ai regardé
Il y avait du buzz internet sur cette vidéo, c’est pour cela que je l’ai regardé
Mes amis ont aimé cette vidéo, donc je l’ai regardé
Dans le skateshop que je fréquente, beaucoup de monde m’a parlé de cette vidéo
Mes amis et moi aimons discuter des « tricks » de cette vidéo
Le bouche à oreille influence ma décision de regarder ou non la vidéo
Je vais pouvoir parler avec mes amis de cette vidéo

SNC1
SNC2
SNC3
SNC4
SNC5
SNC6
SNC7
SNC8

Trust in the Message
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Après avoir vu cette vidéo, ma confiance envers EMERICA est plus forte
EMERICA est une marque en laquelle je fais confiance
EMERICA est une marque qui est innovante
Le message que délivre cette vidéo est clair
Cette vidéo me prouve que les produits EMERICA sont de bonne qualité
Cette vidéo me prouve que EMERICA est un acteur auquel on peut faire dans le monde du skate
Cette vidéo me prouve que EMERICA est un précurseur le skate

TM1
TM2
TM3
TM4
TM5
TM6
TM7

Purchase Intention
Après avoir visionné cette vidéo, j’apprécie particulièrement EMERICA
Après avoir visionné cette vidéo, je ressens l’envie d’acheter un produit de cette marque
A l’avenir, lorsque j’achèterai une paire de chaussures, je choisirai une paire EMERICA
Après avoir visionné cette vidéo, les produits EMERICA me font envie
Après avoir visionné cette vidéo, je le sens plus impliqué dans cette marque
Après avoir vu cette viséo, avoir une paire de chaussures EMERICA me ferait vraiment plaisir
Après avoir vu cette vidéo, j’ai envie de skater une paire de chaussures EMERICA

PI1
PI2
PI3
PI4
PI5
PI6
PI7

Questionnaire used for the final study : (5 Likert scale)
Fashion Identity
J’aime le style général de cette marque
J’aime le style vestimentaire des skateurs du team Cliché
Je me reconnais dans le style vestimentaire des skateurs du team Cliché
J’aime le style de skate du team Cliché
J’aime la personnalité de cette marque

FI1
FI2
FI3
FI4
FI6

Athletic Performance
J'aime les tricks réalisés dans cette vidéo
je trouve que les tricks réalisés sont originaux
je trouve que les tricks réalisés sont de haut niveau
Les spots skatés sont techniquement impressionnants
Je pense que les « tricks » sont biens adaptés aux spots

AP2
AP3
AP4
AP6
AP7

Music Effect
La bande son accompagne très bien le visuel
La musique correspond à l’image de marque de Cliché skateboard
La musique de chaque part me procure des émotions
Les musiques accompagnent très bien les « tricks »
Les musique de cette vidéo correspondent à mes goûts musicaux

ME1
ME2
ME4
ME6
ME8

Visual Design
VDTF
Je trouve que la qualité de filming de cette vidéo est excellente
Les plans de filming choisis mettent bien en valeur les tricks
La qualité de filming me fait dire que Cliché a dépensé un gros budget pour sa réalisation
Les effets spéciaux utilisés sont techniquement impressionnants
VDART
Les effets spéciaux utilisés sont originaux
L’approche artistique de cette vidéo me plait
L’approche artistique de cette vidéo est originale

VDTF1
VDTF2
VDTF4
VDTF4
VDART1
VDART2
VDART3

Satisfaction
SAE
Je conseille à mes amis de voir cette vidéo
J’ai envie de me procurer cette vidéo ou de la télécharger
J’aime revoir cette vidéo
SAC
A chaque fois que je vois cette vidéo je me sens transporté dans l’action
Avant une session de skate j’aime regarder cette vidéo

SAE1
SAE2
SAE3
SAC1
SAC2
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Je suis satisfait par les différents aspects de cette vidéo

SAC3

Social Norms Conformity
SNCECH
J’ai regardé cette vidéo car des amis me l’ont conseillée
Il y avait du buzz internet sur cette vidéo, c’est pour cela que je l’ai regardé
Mes amis ont aimé cette vidéo, donc je l’ai regardé
SNCI
Dans le skateshop que je fréquente, beaucoup de monde m’a parlé de cette vidéo
Mes amis et moi aimons discuter des « tricks » de cette vidéo
Je vais pouvoir parler avec mes amis de cette vidéo

SNCECH1
SNCECH2
SNCECH3
SNCI1
SNCI2
SNCI3

Trust in the Message
Le message que délivre cette vidéo est clair
Cette vidéo me prouve que Cliché skateboard est un acteur auquel on peut faire dans le monde du
skate
Cette vidéo me prouve que Cliché skateboard est un précurseur le skate

TM5
TM7
TM8

Purchase Intention
Après avoir visionné cette vidéo, j’apprécie particulièrement Cliché skateboard
Après avoir visionné cette vidéo, je ressent l’envie d’acheter un produit de cette marque
A l’avenir, lorsque j’achèterai une board, je choisirai une Cliché skateboard
Après avoir visionné cette vidéo, les produits Cliché skateboard me font envie
Après avoir visionné cette vidéo, je le sens plus impliqué dans cette marque
Après avoir vu cette viséo, avoir une board Cliché skateboard me ferait vraiment plaisir
Après avoir vu cette vidéo, j’ai envie de skater une board Cliché skateboard

PI1
PI2
PI3
PI4
PI5
PI6
PI7
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